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Hello! I’m Hannah: founder and maker of all things floral at 

The Handmade Florist. The Handmade Florist is the home 

of beautiful handcrafted felt creations… made by you! My 

do-it-yourself craft kits and tutorials are the perfect way to 

learn this amazing craft and make your own long-lasting 

floral displays.  

My 2022 Spring/Summer Makealong is a five-month project 

that I think you’ll love. In part one, we’re making the first of 

our flowers: a gorgeous Primrose. Simply follow the steps 

below to get started. Are you ready? Let’s begin! 

 

I would LOVE to see your creations from the Makealong, so make sure you’re following me on 

Facebook or Instagram (@thehandmadeflorist) and tag all your Makealong projects 

#HandmadeFloristMAL - I try to share as many as I can over on my stories. While you’re there, why 

not have a look at what others have been making and give them a like too? 

thehandmadeflorist.com 

@thehandmadeflorist 

#HandmadeFloristMAL 

The following tutorial will take you step-by-step through making your flowers for part one. However, I 

highly recommend watching my video for these steps too if you can! CLICK HERE to go to the 

Makealong video playlist now. 

 

 

The flower designs are the same whether you’re using the spring OR summer palette. If you’re making 

the wreath, we’ll still be using florist wires for each flower but we’ll trim these later on. See page 4 for a 

full list of the tools and materials you’ll need for part one. 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0gdiowN6ozKa1CvmvrKolgv
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2UAAC7WiK0gdiowN6ozKa1CvmvrKolgv
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Here’s a quick reminder of the felt colours in our Makealong palettes. 

 

 

 

A soft palette of calming spring pastels 

FELT 

• Cotton Candy: a slightly deeper shade then light 

pink 

• Light Pink (also known just as Pink): soft baby 

pink 

• Sky Blue (also known as Columbia Blue) 

• Mellow Yellow: just as it sounds, a gorgeous 

soft yellow 

• Straw: a yellowish-cream, perfect for spring displays 

• Lilac (also known as Field of Lilacs) 

• Pea Soup: a slightly richer green, fresh and spring-like 

• Pistachio: a light, heathered green 

 

 

 

 

A vibrant palette of rich summer colours 

• Tulip Red (also known just as Red): bold, traditional red 

• Pink (also known as Rose Petal): a rich and warm 

pink 

• Violet Blue (also known as Bluer Than Blue) 

• Gold: a deep, yolky orange-yellow 

• Sunshine Yellow (also known as Eternal Sunshine): 

the perfect summer yellow 

• Lavender  

• Lime (also known as Outdoor Retreat): gorgeously zesty, 

perfect for adding a pop of colour 

• Moss Green: a vibrant mid-green 
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TOOLS FOR PART ONE 

• Scissors: I always recommend having a good, sharp pair of scissors just for your felt and a 

separate pair that you use to cut out your paper templates 

• Glue gun and sticks to use with it 

• Access to printer for printing templates* 

• Box or tray to keep your felt and felt offcuts in throughout the series: some projects will use the 

same colours  

• A bottle or vase to keep your flowers in throughout the series (if you’ve chosen to make the 

wreath, I still recommend keeping your flowers in a small bottle/vase until you’ve made them all 

so you can assemble the wreath in one go: we’ll be adding short wires to the wreath flowers so 

you can keep them this way) 

 

MATERIALS FOR PART ONE 

• Wool-blend felt sheets: if you’re using the summer palette, you’ll need your Gold, Sunshine 

Yellow and Lime felt sheets. If you’re using the spring palette, you’ll need your Straw, Mellow 

Yellow and Pistachio felt sheets.  

• Three 1cm pink felt balls  (I’m using a mix of pink shades) 

• Florist wires: for the bouquet I’ll be using 30cm long 19 gauge florist wires (3 in total for part 

one); for the wreath I’ll be using 18cm long 22 gauge wires 

(3 in total for part one)  

• Florist tape (bouquet only: you won’t need tape if you’re 

making the wreath) - I will be using green tape but you 

could also use brown if you prefer 

• Paper for printing templates* 

*No printer? No problem! This year I am also offering the option 

for UK customers to have a printout of the instructions and 

templates for each project posted each month. See my website for further details. 

Shop for Makealong supplies  

(including supply bundles) at 

thehandmadeflorist.com  
or 

 >> CLICK HERE << 

to go straight to my Makealong 

Supplies shop! 

http://www.thehandmadeflorist.com
https://thehandmadeflorist.com/collections/makealong-2022
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STEP ONE: PRINT AND CUT THE TEMPLATES 

Templates are included at the end of this document and are full size when printed on A4 paper. I 

recommend using Adobe Reader to view and print the pattern: ensure that your page setup in the print 

options is set to A4 and that you select to print at actual size to avoid any scaling or shrinking. Cut out 

the templates on the outside of the black line. TIP: use a different pair of scissors for cutting your paper 

templates, to prevent your felt scissors becoming blunt.  

 

STEP TWO: CUT YOUR FELT SHAPES 

Refer to the templates page for the total number of shapes you’ll need to cut from each colour. Always 

make sure you’ve cut out and have all your felt pieces ready before you begin assembling your items, so 

you don’t leave your glue gun on for longer than needed.  

I always recommend cutting strips or small blocks from your felt first, just big enough for each shape. 

This makes handling the felt much easier and it will help you to cut more accurately.  

For most shapes, I simply hold the paper template to the felt as I cut around it (rather than using pins or 

trying to draw around the template). Then, if I’m cutting more than one of the same shape, I use the first 

shape cut from the felt as my template for the rest - felt clings to itself really well, so this will give you a 

helping hand as you cut your shapes.  

Watch my how to video for cutting your felt shapes at: 

thehandmadeflorist.com/blogs/how-to-videos/how-to-cut-out-your-flower-shapes 

 

STEP THREE (BOUQUET ONLY): WRAP YOUR FLORIST WIRES WITH TAPE 

Wrap each florist wire (you’ll need three for part one) with florist tape. Bouquet only. 

1. Begin by releasing some tape from the roll and gently stretch the end of it to make it tacky. 

2. Place the tape over the end of the wire at an angle and grip it between your fingers as you begin 
rolling it. 

3. Squeeze and stretch the tape as you work your way along the wire, keeping the tape tight and at 
an angle. The tape will become tacky and stick to itself as you stretch and roll it. 

4. Continue to the end of the wire, allowing an overhang at the hang. Trim the overhangs. 

5. If you’ve got any ripples or creases in the tape after wrapping the wires, gently smooth these with 
your fingers 

Tips: 

• If the tape breaks as you’re using it, don’t panic! Simply trim the end to neaten it, then reattach to 
the wire, overlapping with the tape you’ve already attached.  

• Wash your hands after using the tape and before touching your felt - it can make your hands sticky 
and will make your felt fluffy! 

Watch my how to video for wrapping florist wires at: 

thehandmadeflorist.com/blogs/how-to-videos/how-to-wrap-florist-wire 

http://thehandmadeflorist.com/blogs/how-to-videos/how-to-cut-out-your-flower-shapes
http://thehandmadeflorist.com/blogs/how-to-videos/how-to-wrap-florist-wire
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STEP FOUR: MAKE YOUR FLOWERS! 

Total to make: 3 

For each flower, you will need: 

• 1 x 1cm pink felt ball 

• 5 x Primrose inner petals in MELLOW YELLOW 

(spring palette) or SUNSHINE YELLOW 

(summer palette)  

• 5 x Primrose main petals in STRAW (spring 

palette) or GOLD (summer palette) 

• 5 x Primrose leaves in PISTACHIO (spring palette) or LIME (summer palette) 

• 1 x Primrose base in PISTACHIO (spring palette) or LIME (summer palette)  

• 1 florist wire (wrapped in florist tape if you are making the bouquet version), otherwise leave 

plain for the wreath version 

 

Use the point of your scissors to snip a hole into the felt ball, being careful not to cut all the way 

through. Dig a little deeper in to create a hole. Now place a blob of glue on the end of the florist wire, 

insert into the hole and carefully squeeze the felt ball closed around the wire.  

Place a dot of glue at the base of one of the inner petals: you only need a very small dot! Attach to the 

felt ball at the base, near the stem. Leave the glue to cool for a few seconds and then carefully pinch 

the base of the petal slightly. If you find pinching the petal too fiddly or difficult, skip this and just 

attach the petal to the felt ball. Repeat with a second petal, next to the first. Now add the final three 

petals to create a single layer of five petals. Don’t worry if some of the petals overlap slightly.  
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Take one of the main petals and pinch near the base to fold it in half along the length. Place a dot of 

glue here, then squeeze closed to form a pinch in the petal. Repeat with the other petals. Glue in a ‘Y’ 

shape down the front folded edge of the petal. Attach to the flower, behind one of the inner petals. 

Tip: hold the petal in place until the glue completely sets.  

Repeat to attach the remaining four petals behind each of the inner petals. Take one of the leaves 

and glue along the bottom half, then attach to the flower behind two of the main petals, gently tucking 

it between the petals.  

Repeat with four more leaves. Fold the base circle in half and cut a small snip at the centre. Thread it 

onto the florist wire. Glue at the base of the flower and carefully slide the circle into place.  

Repeat these steps to make two more flowers. 
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 SUMMER PALETTE SPRING PALETTE 

Primrose inner petals 15 in SUNSHINE YELLOW 15 in MELLOW YELLLOW 

Primrose main petals 15 in GOLD 15 in STRAW 

Primrose leaves 15 in LIME 15 in PISTACHIO 

Primrose base 3 in LIME 3 in PISTACHIO 
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TOTALS TO CUT (to make three flowers): 

CUTTING GUIDES 

Left to right: Straw/Gold; Mellow Yellow/Sunshine Yellow; Pistachio/Lime 

Tip: start by cutting your felt sheets into horizontal strips first (see dashed 

lines in first picture), then divide each strip into chunks for each shape.  


